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This invention relates to a tubing anchor, such as a 

liner hanger, that is a arrangement for locating and 

sealing a section of liner downhole relative to an existing 

casing. The invention also relates to a method and 

apparatus for use in providing such an anchor or hanger. 

In  oil  and gas  exploration and extraction,   it is 

conventional to line the bores drilled to access subsurface 

hydrocarbon-bearing  formations  with  steel  tubing. The 

upper  section of  a bore  is  typically  lined with steel 

"casing", while the lower section of the bore is provided 

with -liner-,  which is hung off the lowermost section of 

casing.     The  liner is  secured and sealed to the casing 

using a liner hanger comprising an arrangement of slips and 

elastomer seals, which seals may also serve to energise the 

slips. 

Conventional liner hangers are relatively complex and 

expensive and occupy a significant annular space, necessary 

to accommodate both the gripping slip segments which 

support the weight of the liner and resist the differential 

pressure forces which may be generated across the 

liner/casing overlap and the elastomeric seals which 

prevent pressure leakage past the overlap. Accordingly, 

there may be a significant loss in bore diameter at the 

liner: for example, accommodation of a 7- diameter liner 

normally, requires provision of a 9-5/8- diameter casing. 
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and a 5" liner a 7" casing. 

The maintenance of the integrity of ^ elaatomeric 

seal* used i„ conventional liner hanger* haa alao prwed 

problematic, particularly in high pressure high temperature 

wells, which are becoming increasingly more common. 

in the majority of cases, the liner section wiU be 

cemented in place, by pumping cement slurry down through 

the liner and back uP the annular space between the liner 

and the borehole wall.    Recent developmentfl have 

in the provision of mechanisms which allow the liner to be 

rotated during the  cementing process,   to improve cement 

coverage around the liner and the subsequent bond between 

the liner and the bore wall.    These mechanisms typically 

consist   of   bearings  which  isolate   the  slip  and seal 

sections of the liner hanger while the casing is rotated 

from surface via the liner running tool assembly. 

in addition, circulating ports are provided in the 

liner hanger to allow fluid displaced from the annulus by 

the cement slurry to bypass the liner hanger mechanism to 

the point where returning cement can also pass the liner 

hanger before the liner is finally aet, thus ensuring that 

the annulus is filled with uncontaminated cement slurry. 

The provision of these bearings and circulating ports 

add further complexity to an already complex system. 

It is among the objectives of embodiments of the 

present invention to provide a liner hanger arrangement 

which obviates and mitigates at least some of these 

disadvantages.    In particular, embodiments of the present- 
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to-metal seals. 

It is among the objectives of other embodiments Qf ^ 

Present invention to provide a downhoU ^ ^ 

apparatus for anchoring tubing, ParticularIy expandable 

tubing, to a section of exiating casing. 

According to one aspect of the present invention there 

- provided a method of installing a liner in a drilled 

bore below a section of bore previously lined with easin*. 

Che method comprising the steps of: 

running a length of liner into the bore such that at 

least an upper end of the liner is positioned in 

overlapping relation with at least a lower end of the 
casing; and 

Plastically deforming a portion of the liner such that 

an external face of said portion forms an interference fit 

with an internal face of a portion of the casing to provide 

at least one of hanging support for the liner and a fluid- 

tight seal between the liner and casing. 

The invention also relates to liner and casing for use 

in the method. m one embodiment of the invention, at 

least the portion of liner to be expanded is of a 

relatively ductile material. 

The plastic deformation of the portion of liner to 

create an interference fit with the casing and provide 

hanging support for the liner obviates the requirement to 

provide   slips   or  the   like  on   the   liner,   and   also a 
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mechanism to energise the slipg, and thus the liner outside 

diameter may be relatively close to the inside diameter of 

the oasing. The creation of fluid-tight seal obviates the 

requirement to provide conventional elastomeric seals 

requiring setting and energising. 

Preferably, said portion of liner is deformed by 

rolling expansion, that is an expander member is rotated 

within the liner with a face in rolling contact with an 

internal face of said portion. The expander member may 

describe the desired diameter and is preferably urged 

radially outwardly into contact with the liner. such 

rolling expansion causes compressive plastic deformation or 

yield of the liner and a localised reduction in wall 

thickness resulting in a subsequent increase in liner 

diameter. 

Preferably,   said  deformed portion of  the  liner is 

annular. 

Preferably, the portion of liner is deformed to create 

a pressure-tight seal between the liner and casing. Most 

preferably, the seal formed is a metal-to-metal seal. 

Conveniently, the portion of liner includes a relatively 

soft material, such as a relatively soft metal, which is 

plastically deformed during the expansion of the liner 

portion. The soft metal may be provided as an annular 

coating or insert. In other embodiments other sealing 

materials may be utilised, such as elastomers, or the 

relatively soft material may be provided on the casing. 

The portion of liner may be deformed to extend into or 
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otherwise engage a preformed profile in the casing. A atep 

of a method in accordance with an embodiment of the 

invention may involve deforming the casing to define the 

profile prior to running the liner into the bore. 

Alternatively, the portion of casing may also be deformed 

together with the liner, and the deformation of the casing 

may be elastic or plastic. The liner may be deformed at 

two or more axially spaced locations. Thus, the liner, and 

possibly also the casing, may be deformed to define a 

plurality of axially spaced profiles. 

The liner may be initially secured in the casing, at 

least against relative rotation, by deforming the liner, in 

particular by radially extending circumferentially spaced 

areas of the liner to form corresponding areas of 

interference fit between the liner and the casing. 

Preferably, these areas are then extended circumferentially 

to form annular areas of interference fit between the liner 

and casing. 

The portion of the liner may carry relatively hard 

material on its external face, which material will tend to 

bite into the opposing faces of the liner and casing to 

provide a more secure coupling therebetween. The material 

is preferably in the form of relatively small discrete 

particles or pieces, such as balls, chips or the like of 

relatively hard metal such as tungsten carbide. The hard 

material may be held in a matrix of softer material. 

The method may further comprise the step of cementing 

the    liner in the bore.    This may be achieved by pumping 
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cement   from   surface   to   the   lower   end   of   the liner, 

preferably through a combined running and cementing string 

and tool, directing the cement into the annulus between the 

liner and the bore wall and displacing well fluid from the 

annulus,   to substantially fill the annulus with cement. 

Preferably, the portion of the liner is expanded once the 

cement is in place in the annulus; the displaced well fluid 

may therefore pass between the upper end of the liner and 

the lower end of the casing.     Preferably,   the liner is 

rotated as  the cement  is passed into the annulus, thus, 

there   is   preferably  a   releasable   coupling  between the 

running tool and the liner to permit transfer of torque 

therebetween. 

Preferably,   the   liner  is   run   into   the  bore  on a 

running tool carrying an expander including a body and at 

least one radially extendable member mounted thereon, the 

running tool being rotatable to move the member around the 

portion   of   the   liner   to   create   the   desired deformed 

portion.     Preferably,   the member is a roller,   and the 

roller may define a raised surface portion to create a high 

pressure contact area.   The expander may be provided with 

two or more rollers, and a plurality of the rollers may be 

radially movable.       Most preferably, the member is fluid 

pressure   actuated,    but    in   other   embodiments   may be 

mechanically actuated.   Conveniently, the member is coupled 

to an axially movable fluid pressure actuated piston, the 

piston defining a cam face for engaging a cooperating cam 

face on the member,   in other embodiments, the expander may 
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include a cone or the lik^ «-u 
HJce, and the cone may carry a number 

of   rollers   for  engaging   and  expanding  the   liner. A 

cleaning pig, « wiper, or the liJce ^ fae ^ ^ 

liner running string and expander prior to activating the 

expander. 

According to a further aspect of the present invention 

there is provided a method of securing a liner in a drilled 

bore to a section of previously fitted casing, the method 

comprising   the   step   of   circumferentially   expanding a 

portion of the liner by compressive plastic deformation to 

produce a localised reduction in wall thickness such that 

an external face of said portion forms an interference fit 

with an internal face of a portion of the casing to provide 

at least one of hanging support for the liner and a fluid- 

tight seal between the liner and casing. 

Preferably, said portion of liner is deformed by 

rolling expansion, that is an expander member is rotated 

within the liner with a face in rolling contact with an 

internal face of said portion. The expander member may 

describe the desired diameter and is preferably urged 

radially outwardly into contact with the liner. 

According to another aspect of the present invention, 

there is provided a liner running and setting tool 

comprising: a body for mounting on a running string and for 

location within a portion of liner to be positioned within 

a portion of casing; and a radially movable expander member 

mounted on the body, the member being movable to 

plastically deform the liner portion such that an external.. 
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face of the portion forme an interference fit with an 

internal face of the casing portion to provide at least one 

of hanging support for the liner and a fluid-tight seal 

between the liner and caaing. 

Preferably, the tool is adapted to be selectively 

rotatable relative to the liner and the expander member is 

a roller such that the portion of liner may be deformed by 

rolling expansion, that is the expander member is rotated 

within the liner with a face in rolling contact with an 

internal face of said portion. Preferably, the roller 

defines a raised surface portion to create a high pressure 

contact area. The tool may be provided with two or more 

rollers, and a plurality of the rollers may be radially 

movable. 

Preferably, the member is fluid pressure actuated. 

Conveniently, the member is coupled to an axially movable 

piston, the piston defining a cam face for engaging a 

cooperating cam face on the member. In other embodiments, 

the expander may include a cone or the like, and the cone 

may carry a number of rollers for engaging and expanding 

the liner. Alternatively, the members may be piston 

mounted. The tool may include axially spaced expansion 

members, whereby the liner may be deformed simultaneously 

at two spaced locations. However, it is preferred that the 

expansion of the liner occurs only at one axial location at 

a time; the expansion member may then be moved axially 

within the liner to another location if desired. 

Preferably, the tool defines a throughbore to permit 
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cement to be passed through the tool. 

Preferably also, the tool comprises a coupling for 

releasably engaging the liner to permit transfer of torque 

therebetween. The coupling may be released on activation 

of the expander member, to permit rotation of at least the 

expander member relative to the liner. 

The tool may be provided in combination with a section 

of  liner,   wherein at  least the portion of liner to be 

expanded is of a relatively ductile material. Preferably, 

the portion of liner includes a relatively soft material on 

an outer surface thereof, such as a relatively soft metal, 

which may be plastically deformed during the expansion of 

the liner portion.    The soft metal may be provided as an 

annular coating or insert.     m other embodiments other 

sealing materials may be utilised, such as elastomers. The 

portion of the liner may carry relatively hard material on 

its external face, which material will tend to bite into 

the opposing faces of the liner and casing to provide a 

more   secure   coupling   therebetween.       The   material is 

preferably in the form of relatively small discrete pieces, 

such as balls, chips or the like of relatively hard metal 

such as tungsten carbide.   The hard material may be held in 

a matrix of softer material. 

According to a still further aspect of the present 

invention there is provided a. solid liner wherein at least 

a portion of the liner is of a relatively ductile material, 

to facilitate deformation and circumferential expansion 

thereof. • 
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Said portion of the liner may be forced by selectively 

heat treating a section of the liner, or .ay be forced of 

a different material and be coupled, for example by .elding 

or via a screw thread, to the leas ductile portion of 

liner. 

According to a still further aspect of ^ ^ 

invention   there   is   provided   a   method   of anchoring 

expandable tubing downhole. the method comprising: running 

a section of expandable tubing into a bore such that at 

least a portion of the expandable tubing is located within 

of   a   section   of   existing   tubing;   locating   a radially 

extendable tool within said portion; and activating said 

tool to plastically deform and circumferentially expand 

said portion into contact with the  existing  tubing and 

anchor the expandable tubing thereto. 

The invention thus allows a section of expandable 

tubing to be anchored in a bore without requiring the 

provision of conventional anchors, tubing hangers or 

coupling arrangements, ouch as radially extendable keys and 

corresponding profiles. 

Said portion of the expandable tubing will typically 

be an end portion of the tubing, and may be the leading or 

following end of the tubing. 

Preferably, relatively ductile material, typically a 

ductile metal, is provided between the portion of 

expandable tubing and the existing tubing, and conveniently 

the material is carried on the outer surface of the 

expandable tubing.   Thus, on expansion.of the inner tubing " 
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the ductile material will tend to flow or deform away from 

the points of contact between the leaa ductile material of 

the expandable tubing and existing tubing, creating a 

relatively   large   contact   area;   ^   ^ ^ 

quality of the seal between the sections of tubing. Most 

preferably, the material ia provided in the form of a 

plurality of axially spaced bands. The expandable tubing 

and the existing tubing will typically be formed of steel, 

while the relatively ductile material may be lead or 

another relatively soft metal, or may even be an elastomer. 

Preferably, relatively hard material may be provided 

between the portion of expandable tubing and the existing 

tubing,   such  that  on  circumferential  expansion of the 

expandable tubing the softer material of one or both of the 

expandable and existing tubing deforms to accommodate the 

harder material  and  thus  facilitates  in anchoring the 

expandable tubing.    Most preferably,  the relatively hard 

material   is  provided  in  the   form  of  relatively small 

individual   elements,   such  as   sharps,   grit  or  balls of 

carbide or acme other relatively hard material, although 

the material may be provided in the form of bands or the 

like.     Most preferably,   the relatively hard material is 

carried in a matrix of relatively ductile material. 

Preferably, the radially extendable tool is run into 

the bore together with the expandable tubing. Preferably, 

the tool defines a plurality of circumferentially spaced 

tubing engaging portions, at least one of which is radially 

extendable.      Preferably,   the  tool  is   rotated following 
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extension of said at w one tubing engaging ^ 

produce an circumferential contact area between the 

expandable tubing and the existing tubing. 

Preferably,   following  anchoring  Qf   ^ ^ 

tubing in the existing tubino   the tnni ,• a uuomg, tfte tool is advanced through 
the tubing to expand the tubing. 

According to another aspect of the present invention 

there is provided apparatus for use in anchoring expandable 

tubing   downhole,   the   apparatus   comprising   a  body for 

location in a portion of expandable tubing and carrying a 

Plurality   of   circumferentially   spaced   tubing engaging 

portions,   at  least one of  the  tubing engaging portions 

being   radially   extendable   to   increase   the effective 

diameter defined by the tubing engaging portions and to 

produce plastic deformation of the expandable tubing where 

the tubing engaging portions contact the expandable tubing 

sufficient to anchor the expandable tubing in a surrounding 

tubing. 

The  invention also relates  to the use of such an 

apparatus to form an anchor. 

Preferably, the apparatus comprises at least two and 

preferably three tubing engaging portions. 

Preferably, the tubing engaging portions define 

rolling surfaces, such that following radial extension of 

said at least one tubing engaging portion the body may be 

rotated to create a circumferentially extending area of 

contact between the expandable tubing and the surrounding 

tubing,    in other embodiments the extension may be created 
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in a step-wise fashion. 

Most preferably, the tubing engaging ^ ^ 

the fox. of raaiaily moVable rollera.    ^ ^ ^ 

tapered ends  for cooperating with tapered supports At 

least one of the tapered supports may be axially movable 

such movement   inducing  radial  movement  of  the rollers 

Preferably also, each roller defines a circumferential rib 

to provide a small area contact surface. 

Preferably, said at least one tubing engaging portion 

ia fluid actuated.    Most preferably,   the tubing engaging 

portion is coupled to a piston, by providing a relatively 

large piston area with respect to the area of the portion 

which comes into contact with the tubing it is possible to 

produce   high   pressure   forces   on   the   tubing, allowing 

deformation of relatively thick and less ductile materials 

such as the thicknesses and grades of steel conventionally 

used in downhole tubing and casing.     Most preferably, a 

support for the tubing engaging portion is coupled to a 

Piston,   preferably via a bearing or other means which 

permits relative rotational movement therebetween. 

The apparatus may be provided in conjunction with a 

downhole motor, or the apparatus may be rotated from 

surface. 

These and other aspects of the present invention will 

now be described, by way of example, with reference to the 

accompanying drawings, in which: 

Figures l and 2 are schematic illustrations of the 

formation of  a  liner hanger in accordance with a first 
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embodiment of the present invention; 

Figures 3 and 4, Figures 5 and 6, Pigttrea 7 and fl< 

Figures 9 and 10 and Figurea X1 and 12 are schematic 

illustrations of the formation of liner hangers in 

accordance with other embodiments of the present invention; 

Figures  13  to 17  are  schematic views illustrating 

steps in the running and setting of a liner in accordance 

with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and 

Figures 18 and 19 are schematic sectional plan views, 

on lines 18-18 and 19-19 of Figures IS and 16 respectively, 

illustrating the initial temporary setting of the liner. 

A variety of liner hangers in accordance with 

embodiments of the present invention will first be 

described, followed by a description of an apparatus and 

method which may be utilised to form the hangers. 

Reference is first made to Figures l and 2 of the 

drawings which are schematic illustrations of the formation 

of a liner hanger 10 in accordance with a first embodiment 

of the present invention. The figures show the lower end 

of a section of pre-inetalled casing 12 and the upper end 

of a section of liner 14 which has been run into a borehole 

lined with casing 12. The upper end of the liner 14 is 

positioned in overlapping relation with the lower end of 

the casing 12. 

The casing 12 features two axially spaced annular 

female profiles 16, 17. As will be described, the upper 

end of the liner 14 is deformed by rolling expansion, that 

is an expander member in the form of a roller is rotated 
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within the liner 14 with a face in roll ce ln rollln9 contact with the 
interna! face of the liner>  ^ ^ compresaive 

deformation of the liner 14 and , ^ 

wall thickness resulting in a subsequent increase in liner 

diameter, as is apparent from Figure 2.   The expanaion ig 

carried out in two steps, and the expanding rollers feature 

a raised portion or rib such that the liner 14 experiences 

greater deformation at the area in contact with the raised 

portion,   the  raised portion being  located adjacent the 

casing profile 16, to form a corresponding male profile „ 

in the liner 14.    A second male profile 19 ia created by 

moving the roller expander to a second lower location for 

the second step of the expansion process. 

The interference fit between the expanded liner 14 and 

the casing 12, and also the cooperation between the 

profiles 16. 17, 18 and 19 is such that the resulting liner 

hanger 10 provides both hanging eupport for the liner 14 

and a pressure-tight seal between the liner 14 and the 

casing 12. 

To enhance the grip between the liner 14 and the 

casing 12, the liner 14 carries chips of carbide 20 held in 

a matrix of softer metal; on deformation of the liner 14, 

the carbide chips bite into the opposing faces of the liner 

14 and casing 12. 

Reference is now made to Figures 3 and 4 of the 

drawings, which illustrate a liner hanger 24 in accordance 

with a second embodiment of the present invention. The 

method of forming the liner hanger 24 is substantially the 
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same as described above, however the liner 26 is provided 

with bands of relatively soft material 28, 29 at the 

locations corresponding to the casing profiles 30, 31. 

Accordingly, when the liner 26 is deformed to create the 

male profits 32, 33, the bands of ductile metal 28, 29 

extend into the casing profiles 29, 30 and deform to 

provide a sealing contact with the opposing surfaces of the 

profiles 29, 30. 

Reference is now made to Figures 5 and 6 of the 

drawings, which illustrate a liner hanger 36 in accordance 

with a third embodiment of the present invention. Like the 

second embodiment, the liner 38 carries bands of relatively 

ductile material 39, 40, however there are no preformed 

profiles provided in the casing 42. m this embodiment, 

sufficient internal force is applied to the liner 38 to 

cause compressive plastic deformation of the liner 3a and 

subsequent radial expansion of the casing 42 up to and 

exceeding the casing yield point. 

Reference is now made to Figures 7 and 8 of the 

drawings, which illustrate a liner hanger 36 in accordance 

with a fourth embodiment of the present invention, in this 

embodiment, sufficient internal rolling compression and 

subsequent expansion of the upper section of the liner 48 

creates high radial interference between the outside 

diameter of the upper section of the liner 48 and the 

inside diameter, of the lower section of the casing 50. 

Reference is now made to Figures 9 and 10 of the 

drawings, which illustrates a liner hanger 54 in accordance 
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with a fifth embodiment of the present invent.on ^ 

method of formation of the liner hanger ia 3imilar ^ ^ 

of the liner hanger 46 as described above, however in thia 

embodiment the outer face of the upper section of the liner 

56 carries a band of ductile metal 58 and an annular 

elastomeric seal 60, such that on expansion of the liner 56 

the metal 58 is deformed and flows between the liner 56 and 

the casing 62, and the seal 60 is brought into sealing 

contact with the casing 62. 

Reference is now made to Figures 11 and 12 of the 

drawings which illustrates a liner hanger 66 in accordance 

with a sixth embodiment of the present invention, m this 

embodiment, the casing 58 is formed of expandable tubing 

which has only been partially expanded at its lower end 70 

to form a cone 72. The liner 74 is then run into the 

casing 68 and the liner top 76 expanded to form a matching 

cone 78 to the casing cone 72, such that the liner 74 may 

be hung from the casing 68. The upper end of the liner 74 

is then subsequently expanded by compressive deformation to 

create a pressure seal, as illustrated in Figure 12. 

Reference is now made Figures 13 through 17, which 

illustrate the stages in the running and cementing of a 

liner in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the 

present invention, and also illustrate the apparatus which 

may be utilised to form a liner hanger. 

Reference is first made to Figure 13 of the drawings, 

which illustrates the liner 100 which has been run into the 

uncased section of a bore 102, below the lowermost casing 
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section 104.   An upper section of the liner 100a overlaps 

the lower end of che casing 104, thia section of liner 100a 

being formed of a relatively ductile material and being 

welded to the upper end of the lower section of liner 100b. 

The liner 100  is run in to the bore on a running and 

cementing string 106,  the liner 100 being mounted to the 

string  106  via a rotary hydraulic expander  108  and a 

locking swivel lio.    The expander 108 is located at the 

upper end of the liner, with the swivel no below, and a 

wiper plug 112 is mounted to the lower end of the swivel 

110.    The liner 100 itself defines a stop collar 114 and 

the lower end of the liner 100 is provided with a float 

shoe 116 including two one-way valves 118. 

The liner 100 is coupled to the swivel no by a series 

of retractable pins which, in the initial configuration, 

prevent relative axial movement between the string 106 and 

the liner 100. A further series of pins extends from the 

expander 108 and, in the initial configuration, prevent 

relative rotational movement between the string 106 and the 

liner 100. 

Prom Figure 13 it will be noted that the expander 108 

and swivel no are tubular, such that cement and other 

fluids may be pumped from the surface through the string 

106, and the expander 108 and the swivel 110 through the 

interior of the liner 100 and out from the valves lis in 

the float shoe 116. As cement slurry is pumped in, as 

illustrated in Figure 14 of the drawings, the fluid in the 

bore externally of the liner 100, and in particular the 
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fluid in the annulus 120 between the liner 100 and the 

uncased We wall l22 is di3placed upwardly ^ 

annular gap 124 between the lower end of the casing Md ^ 

upper end of the liner. This fluid may be -cleanB ^ 

pumped through the string l06 ahead of the cement, in order 

to displace the well fluid which originally occupied the 
annulua 120. 

As the cement is being pumped into the annulus i20 the 

string 106 is rotated from surface, to ensure an even 

distribution of cement throughout the annulus 120 

Suitable seals located above and below the expander 108 

prevent contamination of the expander by cement during the 

cementing operation. 

The predetermined volume of cement slurry that is 

pumped into the bore is followed by a dart 126, whlch is 

itself followed by clean mud or water; the dart 12* i8 

pumped down through the string 106, the expander 108 and 

the swivel no. The dart l26 lands in the wiper plug n2, 

and pulls the plug 112 from the swivel lib. 

The dart 126 then continues to move downwardly through 

the string 106, with the wiper plug n2, to „clean. the 

interior of the liner, until the plug 1x2 engages the stop 

collar 114, as shown in Figure 16. 

At this point, the fluid pressure within the string 

106 will increase, indicating, that the cementing phase of 

the liner hanging operation is complete, and allowing 

activation of the rotary hydraulic expander 108. Reference 

should  now  also  be  made   to  Figures   18   and  19  of the 
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swings, which illustrate the schematic sections on Unes 
xa-18andl9.19 of Figureal5and xe ^ 

The expanae, xo. compriaeB three rollerg ^ 

body 130 and radially movable relative to thereto     ^ ^ 

preferred enfcodiment, the rollers x2a have tapered ends for 

co-oPerating  with  a  correspond^  taper  on  an annular 

Piston   which,    when   exposed   to   elevated   string hore 

Pressure, moves socially within the expander body l30 and 

urges   the   rollers   128   radially   outwarda       ^ ^ 

illustrates   the   initial   position   of   the   rollers 128 

relative to the liner loo and casing 104  {it ahould fce 

noted that  the diameters of the rollers u. ^ been 

exaggerated,, and on application of elevated fluid pressure 

to the interior of the expander 108 the rollers 128 are 

pushed  outwardly,   as   illustrated  in  Figure   „  of the 

drawings.   The outward movement of the rollers 128 is such 

that the wall of the liner 100 is deformed to create three 

initial areas of contact 132 between the liner outside 

diameter and casing inside diameter, which prevent further 

relative rotation between the liner 100 and the casing 104. 

The deformation of the liner 100 also disengages the liner 

from  the   coupling pins  on  the   expander  108, allowing 

relative rotation between the expander 108 and the liner 
100. 

The string lOfi and expander 108 are then rotated from 

surface, and thus the expander 108 rotates relative to the 

liner 100, the rollers 128 progressing around the inner 

diameter of the liner IOO,  in rolling, contact therewith. 
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The  contact  between  i-h* y«n 
etween the rollerB 12e  and the Uner 100 

causes compressive plastic defnT™^( P deformation of the Uner 100 and 
a  localised reduction in wall  thickneas ^ 

aubse^ent increase in Uner diameter, such that the Uner 

outside diameter forms an interference fit with the ^ 

-ide diameter. Thus, a Uner hanger, such as those as 

illustrated in Figures x to 12, may be create<J. 

The running string 106. with the expander ^ ^ 

Fxgure 17,  the locking ping ^ ^ 

HO and the liner 100 being arranged to disengage from the 

liner loo when the swivel 1X0 ia moved dmmwardg ^ 

elevated fluid pressure is applied to the string 106. 

It will be apparent to those of skill in the art that 

the Uner hanger thus formed is relatively simple and slim 

in profile, thus providing enhanced reliability and 

minimising the loss of diameter between the casing and 
liner. 

It will also be apparent to those of skill in the art 

that the above described embodiments are merely exemplary 

and that various modifications and improvements may be made 

thereto without departing from the scope of the present 

invention. For example, although reference is made 

primarily herein to liner hangers, the invention may be 

utilised in locating and sealing many different forms of 

expandable tubing in existing tubing. 
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CLAIMS 

1. A method of installing a liner in a drilled bore below 

a section of bore previously lined with casing, the method 

comprising the steps of: 

running a length of liner into the bore such that at 

least an upper end of the liner is positioned in 

overlapping relation with at least a lower end of the 
casing; and 

plastically deforming a portion of the liner such that 

an external face of said portion forms an interference fit 

with an internal face of a portion of the casing to provide 

at least one of hanging support for the liner and a fluid- 

tight seal between the liner and casing. 

2- The method of claim 1, wherein said portion of liner 

is deformed by rolling expansion, that is an expander 

member is rotated within the liner with a face in rolling 

contact with an internal face of said portion, to cause 

compressive plastic deformation of the liner and a 

localised reduction in wall thickness resulting in a 

subsequent increase in liner diameter. 

3. The method of claim 1 or 2,  wherein said deformed 

portion of the liner is annular. 

4. The method of claim 1, 2 or 3, wherein the portion of 
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liner is deformed to create * 
C"ate a P»«u«. tight seal between 

the liner and casing. 

5- The method of claim 4. wherein the 8eal ^ ^ _ 

metal-to-metal seal. 

previa th. portlon of lin.r wUh ^ tond ^ ^ 

•oft „Mch   t.  pla.tie,ay de£ormed 

expansion of the liner portion. 

7. The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein the 

Portion of liner is deforced to extend into a preformed 

profile in the casing. 

S. The method of claim 7, further comprising deforming 

the casing to define the profile prior to mnning the liner 
into the bore. 

9. The method of claim 7, further comprising deforcing 

the portion of casing together with the liner. 

10. The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein the 

liner is deformed at two or more axially spaced locations. 

11. The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein the 

liner is initially secured relative to the casing by 

deforming the liner by radially extending circumferentiaily 
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space* are.. o£ th. lioer to £_ 

12.    The method of claim n ot Claim u, whe„in Mld a>. 

«Cna.d   circoatf.r.ntLU),   to   fom   . , 
... , y   to   £o™   annular   area. o£ 
int.rf.ranc. fit b=tva.„ th. Hn.r ,„d OMfaB_ 

U. Th. „.thoa of „y of eh. p«cMin9 clalm, tutch<r 

cca-riaro, th. „„, of c=».oting t„. ^ ^ ^ ^ 

».   To. „ctoa of caaa. 13, ^ 

Un.r torou,. , oo-.f.aa runoio, „a o„„tln9 

cool,  oiraoti,,,        ceMnt ^ 

lm.r ana th. tor. „aU M oaapaaoiog «uld fto. ^ 

annolua, to ^at„ti.Uy fm the ^ ^ 

«.   Th. „.thod of .lain, 13 or ». „h,r.ia th. „ottion of 

th. aw i. ra th. c<am u ^ pUc< in ^ 

annulus. 

The method of claim 15, whereia the ^ ^ 

aa the cement is paased into the annulus. 

17. The method of any of the preceding claima, wherein the 

Uner ia run into the bore on a running tool carrying an 

expander  including  a  body  and  at   least   one radially 
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extendable member mounted thereon, the running tool being 

ratable to move the .ember around the portion of the 

liner to create the desired deformed portion. 

18. A method of securing a liner in a drilled bore to a 

section of previously fitted casing, the method comprising 

the step of deforming a portion of the liner by compressive 

Plastic deformation to produce a localised reduction in 

wall thickness and subsequent increase in diameter such 

that an external face of said portion forms an interference 

fit with an internal face of a portion of the casing to 

Provide at least one of hanging support for the liner and 

a fluid-tight seal between the liner and casing. 

The method of claim 18, wherein said portion of iiner 

is deformed by rolling expansion. 

20. A liner running and setting tool comprising: a body 

for mounting on a running string and for location within a 

section of liner to be positioned within a section of 

casing, and a radially extendable expander member mounted 

on the body, the member being movable to plastically deform 

a portion of the liner section such that an external face 

of the portion forms an interference fit with an internal 

face of a portion of the casing section to provide at least 

one of hanging support for the liner and a fluid-tight seal 

between the liner and casing. 
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21. The tool of claim 20, wherein the tool is adapted to 

be selectively rotatable relative to thfi ^ ^ ^ 

expander member is a roller such chat the portion of liner 

may be deformed by rolling expansion, that is the expander 

member is rotated within the liner with a face in rolling 

contact with an internal face of said portion. 

22. The tool of claim 21, wherein the roller defines a 

raised surface portion to create a high pressure contact 
area. 

23. The tool of claim 22, wherein the tool is provided 

with two or more rollers. 

24. The tool of claim 23, wherein a plurality of the 

rollers are radially movable. 

25. The tool of any of claims 20 to 24, wherein the member 

is fluid pressure actuated. 

26. The tool of claim 25, wherein the member is coupled to 

an axially movable piston, the piston defining a cam face 

for engaging a cooperating cam face on the member. 

27. The tool of any of claims 20 to 26, wherein the tool 

defines a through bore to permit fluid to be passed through 

the tool. 
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28. The tool of any of claim 20 to 27, wherein ^ ^ 

comprises a coupling for releasably engaging the liner to 

permit transfer of torque therebetween. 

with a section of liner. wherein at least the portion of 

liner to be expanded is of a relatively ductile material. 

30. The tool and liner combination of claim 29, wherein 

the portion of liner includes an annular band of relatively 

soft material on an outer surface thereof. 

31. The  tool  and liner combination of claim 29 or 30 

wherein the portion of the liner carries relatively hard 

material on an external face, which material will tend to 

bite into the opposing faces of the liner and casing to 

provide a more secure coupling therebetween. 

32. The tool and liner combination of claim 31, wherein 

the hard material is in the form of relatively small 

discrete pieces. 

33. The tool and liner combination of claim 32. wherein 

the hard material is held in a matrix of softer material. 

34. A solid liner wherein at least a portion of the liner 

is of a relatively ductile material, to facilitate radial 

expansion thereof. 
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A method of ancnori„s ^niable cubi„3 

=c^ri8ing, ^ . 3ectioa o£ ^dabie 

' "* ^ " • *»«°* « «. =xpaadibl. 
tubing i. located withil, of , oect.oa of ^^^^ 

lectin, a radially a^endaM* too! »lthin „id 

aad activating .aid tool to plastically dafor* „ald 

into  contact  with  tha  .xiatl„3  tubin9 ^ ^ 

expandable tubing thereto. 

36. A method of anchoring expandable tubing i„ a drilled 

bore to a section of existing casing, the method comprising 

the step of deforming a portion of the tubing by 

compressive plastic deformation to produce a iocalieed 

reduction in wall thickness and subsequent increase in 

diameter such that an external face of said portion for™ 

an interference fit with an internal face of a portion of 

the casing. 

37.    The method of claim 36, wherein said portion of tubing 

is deformed by rolling expansion. 
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